
                                   Mounton Marina  
 
 I was standing on Mounton footbridge and weighing up my chances of walking home in non-welly 

boots across the rain-soggy pasture, when -  “Good afternoon, sir.  May I outline to you an excellent 
investment opportunity for a discerning country gentleman such as, obviously, you are?”  When I had 

recovered my wits and run my eye over this charming and suited salesman, my reply was simply, “Cave, 
‘mice!”  (Latin; rough translation, “Watch it, mate!”), for I knew myself to be assailed by the one and only 

Mars Ocelus, superannuated Romano-Celtic god of Caerwent.  He had manifested to annoy me again. 
 

 “What have I got wrong?” he asked.  “Apart from referring to you as a gentleman, that is.  I have my 
dark suit, my silk shirt, my leather folder, my i-pad, my cell-phone, my pen-at-the-ready, my brochures..”  
“And a spare hand to gesture with,” I added.  “Your problem is that most people are only equipped with two 

hands to hold things, and two arms to wave them from.  You have managed to produce six.  The effect is 
indeed striking.  You might attract much custom from passing stag-beetles, but you look your usual 

metamorphing self to human eyes.  What’s this crooked ‘excellent investment opportunity’, anyway?”   
 
 “Nothing crooked, just far-sighted,” he responded.  “I’m offering you some shares in Mounton Marina, 

soon to be commenced for the use of seriously talented yachtsmen.  There will be a harbour wall, complete 
with lock-gate to provide floatation at low tide, stretching along the line of that eroding drainage excavation 

between the cliff and Mounton House grounds.  Then there will be good quays and jetties, with excellent 
access from Chepstow and Shirenewton via the high ground on each side of the resulting ‘Linnets’ Pool’, as 

it will be called.  The ocean yachts and motorised cabin cruisers can make fast there.  Then, once the soil 
has eroded away, there will be a ‘hard’ and dinghy parking clear of the high-water mark outside the harbour, 
wall, and ‘Trelenny’ will become the clubhouse for the racing fraternity, just above the new high water line, 

and…”  “Where’s the sea in all this nonsense?” I cut in.  
 

 “Lapping placidly in front of Trelenny Beach,” he answered.  “OK, I grant you that Mounton Church, 
‘The Linnets’, and a few houses in Pwllmeyric besides will have to go.  But think of all the jobs created and 
the huge boost to the local economy!”  “The sea?” I reminded him.  “Right up in Mounton to float the 

scheme.  Look; don’t you follow through your own arguments about the likely course of the future?  Even 
after the wet of last winter, can’t you see that all coastal low ground will shortly be submerged for several 

ensuing centuries, at least?”  “Your exquisite logic, O supernatural sudden sea-farer?” 
 

 “Fine.  Let’s start in the Antarctic.  The world is warming.  The Weddell and West Antarctic ice 
shelves are melting away.  Over the next few decades their absence will un-block the passage of the main 
land-lying ice sheets, which will slip into the ocean.  Net result; a global sea-rise of 15 metres odd.  Add in 

the Arctic ice, such as may remain by then even in the winter, the mountain ice, and the ‘wet’ of the tundra 
permafrost, and there’ll be plenty of new sea for you.  So, how about buying some shares..?”  “There is a 

sea wall, a railway embankment, the M48 and the A48 in the way.”  I reminded him.  “So what?” he 
riposted.  “These will not hold back an overall sea rise of 18m and more.  Just follow the 15m contour on 
the map, and add on a bit!  And don’t kid yourself that ‘Ubiquitous They’ will build new sea walls.  With 

Cardiff and Swansea – not to mention London, Liverpool, Southampton etc etc  – threatened, who will give 
a cuss about Mathern and Mounton?  Get real, for a change!  Buy into tomorrow!  Make a killing, right now!”                  

  
 “But if the sea fails to rise?” I asked.  He sighed, “You don’t make the connections, do you?  You are 

always anxietising about global over-population snuffing out civilisation by sheer numbers causing misery 
and riot, followed by collapse into warring chaos.  Climate change and a rising sea-level are just part of the 
process.  As you keep saying, every extra mortal on this Earth needs food, shelter, and at least a few basic 

possessions.  Thus he makes demands on the environment, some of which recycle over varying periods of 
time, whilst others – oil, for example – do not (conveniently swiftly, at any rate).  Thus there has to come a 

point where humanity is committing slow suicide by procreating.  We may even have passed it.  ‘Man 
Makes Mess’, as you keep on saying.  The rising CO2 level matches both the rises in temperature, and in 
population - which is what is driving the process.  Weird, unstable weather is probably a sign of greater 

troubles to come, especially if this is still current ten and more years hence, with no global ‘normality’ – in 
terms of the weather of the 1950s, say – providing seasons which produce the amounts of sun and rain 

expected to occur during them.”  “But have we gone that far?” I queried. 
 

 “No-one knows, and what mistakes can we risk making, eh?  In 1930 there were 2 billion people on 
Earth.  There were due seasons, wildernesses, ‘bio-diversity’, and fresh water a-plenty, then.  By 2012 
there were 7bn, and signs of unease were readily detectable in various natural systems, the weather most 

obviously.  By 2050 there will be at least 9bn, unless people curb their families to two or one child, and then 



keep death rates higher than birth rates for three generations, minimum.  Then it will be possible to see if 
weather, water, crops, renewable energy sources, social friction, economics, and pollution settle at more 

desirable levels.  Policies aimed at an outcome which is roughly right and sustainable can proceed from 
there.  We need to reach, soon, a state where it is as socially unacceptable to have a large family as it is to 

smoke in a restaurant.  Perhaps when present droughts and floods have made basic foodstuffs so scarce 
that rationing is back again, say by 2025, governments will have the courage to speak of these things.  For 

people are bound to be jumpy; ‘rights’ to have Nanny State hand out all their sweeties for free will be 
imperilled!  Maybe armies will have to be deployed, worldwide, to stop urban mobs pillaging farms already 
in difficulties due to weather changes.  If mobs eat all cows today, where will milk come from tomorrow?  

But mobs don’t think of that.  Our Great Leaders ought to, though, if they can quit their Yah-Boo Echo-
Chamber at Versaiilesminister and talk to mere troublesome voters who will speak of sensible things. You 

get the picture otherwise; endless urban rioting, violent ‘mafia’ gang politics, localised water-wars, oil-well 
grabbing, politically ‘justified’ wars for land around the globe, military occupation of productive soil areas…?   
 

“So buy shares in Mounton Marina now, and have your heirs bless you if people still have leisure and 
boats in, say, 2120!” 

 


